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49th Pokal Loka 2024 - 9th - 11th February 2024
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Tweets by @PokalLoka
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All News




Start lists 14.2.2016




13.02.2016, 17:18  




Start lists for 14.2.2016
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Results Slalom 13.02.2016




13.02.2016, 14:06  




Results from 1st day.
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Start Lists for slalom 13.2.2016




12.02.2016, 16:13  
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41st Pokal Loka - changed plans




10.02.2016, 20:08  




Because of bad snow conditions in Škofja Loka and Stari vrh, we had to change our activities. 

 We were trying hard to prepare enough snow in Škofja Loka for a night 
parallel event, but this year the nature is stronger, so there will be 
no parallel event.
 We also moved the location for our official 
competition to Kranjska gora. The track in Kranjska gora is shorter that
 the track on Stari vrh, so we will organize another slalom instead of a
 giant slalom.
 We will do the best we can and give you the best possible conditions in this strange "winter" situation.










Video of 40th Pokal Loka




16.04.2015, 06:10  




Link to the video about 40. Pokal Loka 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgciJsFGsDk










Results SL 15.2.2015




15.02.2015, 12:45  




Results, slalom and teams
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Start lists for SL




14.02.2015, 16:56  




Start lists for tomorow SL also on live.sk-alpetour.si
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